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MaMa, by Jaiden Grayson
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Just got off  the phone with ya mama
She had a lot to say
Thought she might speak on somethin'
That would make me think
But now I realize
You just as dumb as yo mama

I shoulda hung the phone up
I didn’t need to know you
Now the issue deeper
Who goin' call the reaper?
Get it sowed up
I thought the talk was cheaper

Now you got me actin different
Its overrated
Talkin to yo mama on the phone
Nigga, I hate it

Just got off  the phone with ya mama
She had a lot to say
Thought she might speak on something
That would make me think
But now I realize
You just as dumb as yo mama

(I should have peeped the cost)

Not impressed two steps ahead
Know what you wanna say (huh)
Hung up on ya mama
Sent her on her way (ok)
Believe in what you see
Dat's what my mama say (ok)
If  you in my way
Honey please, navigate

Now you got me actin different
It's overrated
Talkin' to yo mama on the phone
Nigga, I hate it

(I hate it)
(I hate it)
(I hate it)

Just got off  the phone with ya 
mama
She had a lot to say
Thought she might speak on 
something
That would make me think
But now I realize
You just as dumb as yo mama



HEAR THE SONG

In anticipation of  the EP release “22” Early Summer 2022
Produced in collaboration with Sage Studios, Cameron Lavi-Jones of
King Youngblood & staysafeknox

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K3QVudLN2X1fBgVj9Z4FhL0AlmxV15X_/view


JAIDEN GRAYSON IS
• SINGER SONGWRITER
• ACTIVIST
• CHAMPION OF ALL 

THINGS SOCIAL JUSTICE
• MOTHER
• FASHION DESIGNER

@22
@soultypechild



"Writing is the basis for who I am as an
artist. Lyrically, it is important to me that I
contribute to the storytelling that has gone
on historically in music. When I hear a beat
for the first time and it catches me, the
words come right along with it. As I have
developed this talent, I've learned how to
sculpt words in a way that is true to my
experience and accessible to anyone listening.
I wish I could say I'm a carefree artist, but
that is far from the truth. I care, I listen, and
I'm invested in reflecting the stories of those
who are underrepresented and overlooked."



"As a young Black woman in the Seattle music scene,
it took me years to find people who would respect and
invest in my vision without the threat of alternative
agendas. I was blessed to gain real life experience that
made it easy to identify the right people to work with
when it came time to bring this project to fruition.
Sage Studios, Cameron Lavi-Jones of King
Youngblood, and staysafeknox have supported and
amplified my vision for this project and raised the bar.
Collaborating with such detail oriented, dedicated
individuals on my upcoming EP '22' has brought it to
full capacity and I share in their excitement to offer
new, refreshing music to the world."



"My voice is a gift, and I have used it to advocate for
the things I believe in my entire life. For the first
time, I believe in myself and you can hear it in my
music. That may appear small, but in a world that
tells Black women they are not enough, or are too
much - I need to be exactly here, unapologetically.
My vision for myself as an artist is to organically
impact those meant to receive what's being said, and
provide a platform to the things that often go unsaid.
The world enjoys the consumption of Black culture
without the burden of experiencing it, and my music
holds that injustice accountable in every melody
sang, in every bar shared. My existence as an artist is
political and radical, and I'm here to make what's
been happening uncomfortable in hopes that we can
break into something new."



Jaiden Grayson’s lead single “MaMa”
for her upcoming EP entitled “22” is
a powerful alternative R&B lyrically
stinging song. MaMa is an ode to
Grayson’s 22 year-old self, who like
so many young Black girls, was
forced to grow up far too
fast. Explains Grayson, “Young has
often implied dumb, but in truth,
adulthood does not mean
maturity. We all want to say to the
person who hurt us the apple didn't
fall far from the tree. This song
allows us to say what goes unsaid.” A
lot of Grayson’s work does just that.



More Info, Press, Marketing, Booking

DICE LAB: lara@dreamingincolorent.com

Beatroot: monique@beatroot.com
aric@beatroot.com

Production: Cameron@dreamingincolorent.com

DICE LAB: 206.551.9847.  
www.dreamingincolorent.com/dicelab
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PODCAST

ACTIVIST PRESS

MORE ACTIVIST PRESS

Last thought, Jaiden Grayson entered the public eye in the Pacific NW as a BIPOC SOCIAL JUSTICE Activist. 
She hasn’t stopped.  She never will.  Truth.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8t56j0Gst4
https://www.foxnews.com/us/seattle-chop-protest-police-video
https://www.npr.org/2020/06/17/879041066/seattle-strangers-discuss-racial-injustice-while-protesting

